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MotivationMotivation
There is a problem in the theory of strong interactions .There is a problem in the theory of strong interactions .

QCD vacuum angle Mass term

Quarks
Gluons

QCD Lagrangian:

Electric dipole moment 
of Neutron:

The strong CP Problem states: 
Why is the phase so small?

CP-Violating term:
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Solution: QCD-AxionSolution: QCD-Axion
Idea: Interpret the phase as a dynamical 
(pseudo)scalar field rather then a fixed constant

Such that after QCD-phase transition

Hence CP symmetry gets restored, thanks to the axion!

KSVZ Model

Axion=Nambu-
Goldstone boson

Related scale
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A Cosmological CV of the AxionA Cosmological CV of the Axion

One pair of quarks here. 
More quarks  Domain Wall →

Problem
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● vev=Minimum of the (eff. free energy) potentialvev=Minimum of the (eff. free energy) potential

● Breaking of Symmetry Breaking of Symmetry 

Symmetry of Symmetry of GroundstateGroundstate  ≠≠  
Symmetry of LagrangianSymmetry of Lagrangian

2. order 1. order

Symmetry of Symmetry of GroundstateGroundstate  ==  
Symmetry of LagrangianSymmetry of Lagrangian

TImportant consequence: Particles Important consequence: Particles 
coupled to the field get coupled to the field get massmass
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Gravitational Waves from 1st order Gravitational Waves from 1st order 
CPT‘sCPT‘s

AbundanceAbundance
Bubble Collison Sound Wave Magnetic FieldsGW Frequence
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GW‘s from PQ breaking?GW‘s from PQ breaking?
IngredientsIngredients:

● Complex  scalar field with the axion
● Additional Quark(s) (Color anomaly)
● At least one further scalar field (Higgs)

Task:
Scan parameter space for allowed 
regions. Detectability?

Possible Extension: 
Correlate GW Signals from 
different events in cos. History 
of the axion

2) Which terms in the „SMASH-Model“ must 
be removed for 1st order PQ?

SMASH/



  

Conclusion/OutlookConclusion/Outlook
● QCD-Axion interesting solution to the QCD-Axion interesting solution to the 
strong CP Problemstrong CP Problem

● Gravitational Waves provide a test for Gravitational Waves provide a test for 
CPT models in the futureCPT models in the future

● Investigating the  first order Peccei-Investigating the  first order Peccei-
Quinn symmetry breaking after inflation is Quinn symmetry breaking after inflation is 
an interesting field to studyan interesting field to study

● Correlating different sources of GW‘s Correlating different sources of GW‘s 
from cosmological history of the Axion from cosmological history of the Axion 
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Backup 1

● GW‘s from symmetry breaking

● GW‘s from axion radiating strings

● GW‘s from Domain Walls

Cor relat e GW
 Signals



  

Backup 2

Astronomy: Roen Kelly, after C. Moore, R. Cole, and C. Berry (Institute of Astronomy, Univ. of Cambridge
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